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INTRODUCTION

The acceleration of chemical reactions by means of ultrasonic stress-long ago known at
peace effect, but few utilized in industry due to it high price and the complexity of control. Firm
ROSLO created simple and exceedingly effective device, in which you may carry out differential
chemical and nuclear reactions. In given work are described the experimental events only of reactions
of distraction on chemical and nuclear layers, and also is given the short-form intended explanation of
occurring appearances.

The fundamental motive factor of process in both cases is cavitation bubble. The special ar-
rangement generates captations bubbles - the ultrasonic activator. The power of the destroy of the
chemical bindings of the majority of chemical mergings does not exceed 4 aV. The maximal power of
binding, on one nucleon in nucleus, is equal approximately 8 MaV. In spite of on grand difference in
powers, the ultrasonic activator lets the way of the setup of technological parameters to cany out how
chemical, so and nuclear processes.

Experimentally apparatus is checked on the reaction of distraction of molecules of phenole,
from which is attached, for example, acetone; on molecules heavy hydrocarbonal remnants from the
treatment of oil (masut, goudron), from which are obtained of molecules easy hydrocarbonal factions
(gazolinal, kerosinal, dieselful) et al. The experimental processes of the division of kernels are
presented by reactions the fission of nuclei of stable strontium and unstable caesium on two and more
of shards et al.

Author is convinced, what on of the available experimental material already you may create
pilot and industrial mountings for annihilation hazardous chemical and nuclear wastes.

1. THE THEORETICAL REASONING OF FEASIBILITY
SOUNDCHEMICAL AND SOUNDNUCLEAR OF REACTIONS

In spite of on the long ago history of use ultrasound for the expedition of some process in chemical
and oilchemical industry, many ultrasound effects in process have no unambiguous scientific
explanation. Margulis, for example, parsing numerous hypotheses, ascribing to the device of sound-
chemical reactions, counts, what nature of primary activation of molecules within of cavitation bubble
is or heat, or electric [1]. This author will give preference to the device of indirect action ultrasound
suggested by Prudom and Grabar, according to which in ultrasound margin originally is carried out
the distraction of molecule water on vacant radicals, which react with dissolved substance. Vacant
atoms and radicals really game grand role into many chemical processes [2]. On the whole the family
of cases they are that active centers which conduct chemical process. For initiation as a result of the
collision of two atoms or radicals of stable molecule essentially, in order the some quantity of power
(not less, than the total kinetic power of clashed fractions) was lost or for account of the process of
radiation, or as a result of collision with third fraction, role which can game and the upside of solid
[2]. This is the case called chill of the products of reaction. If such escape of power will not that aris-
ingal as a result of collision molecule for the cycle of one wave is destroyed, because distinguished at
the initiation of the binding of power enough for the destroy of this binding.

In given work is considerred several another procedure of chemical reactions in cavitation
bubble. In connection with topics, what our ultraconic activator has the radiation rate in 100 and more
times superior, than medium as to known origins, it can
be assumed, what power of cavitation bubble became the basic mover of technological process.
Namely that is why became the eventual enforcement of nuclear reactions, existent in cavitation bub-
ble. Presented below theoretical and experimental materials, are demonstration that, what our
assumption truely.
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1.1. THE THEORETICAL REASONING OF THE FEASIBILITY
OF SOUNDCHEMICAL REACTIONS

According to Arrenius theory the rate constant of chemical reaction is expressed as follows:

K=C exp(-A/RT), (1)
where A - activation energy

R - universal gas constant
T - temperature of reaction
C - corresponds to the number of collisions of both types of molecules (first ans second class)

divided by the Avogadro number, under condition that their concentration is 1 mole per cm3 .
Activation energy of most reactions is of order of 4 (104 - 105) J/mole, R=8 J/mole grades, and
temperature is not usually higher than 1000K. Therefore

A = E + S RT = 4(104 M 105) + S 8 1 0 3 » E (2)

The following molecules appears to be active: -those with encreased kinetic energy; -those
composed of atoms with increased energy levels; -those containing electrons with increased energy
levels. Activation energy of most reactions is as follows:

4(10*' 105)
E = — = 0,66(10"19 10"18) = 0,4 4 eV (3)

Upon closing the cavitation bubble, those molecules present inside the cavity and those placed close
to the bubble wall are concentrated in a centre. Kinetic energy of single molecule equals

m v2

WK (4)

For example, the molecule of water will reach the energy of 4 eV at the speed

2 • 0,66 • 10"18

0,66-10* m/s (5)
18 • 1.66-10"27

which exceeds the sound speed in water more than 4. Under normal conditions it is very difficult to
achieve such a speed. In conical diffuser, the drop of pressure is required for fractionation

103 • (0,66 • 104)2

AP = = o,22 • 1011 Pa (220 000 atm.) (6)
2

Kinetic energy of the closing bubble

Wa=| sVmdR= [S°| WJIR 2 ( J (7)

where

Ro
65

and denotes the liquid sphere radius which takes part in motion upon the bubble closing. The
displacement of this sphere boundary upon the bubble closing 8 equals to the size of molecule:

Ro - bubble radius at the initial moment of the closing stage;
Rjc - bubble radius at the final moment of the closing stage;
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v - speed of motion of the bubble walls;
p - liquid density;
m -mass of moving liquid;

- quantity of liquid that flows into bubble per unit of time

RVn=
 4h itRn - bubble volume at the initial moment;

xm=0,915Rn Vp/AP - Reles time of the bubble closing;
AP - loss of pressure on the boundary of bubble at the initial moment.

In the real ultrasonic activator, which was used in these experiments, the sound pressure
reaches the value of 3 MPa and more. The optimal static pressure value has to be approximately equal
to the half value of the sound pressure. Assuming that the inside pressure in the bubble can be
neglected then the drop of pressure on the boundary of the bubble equals to 4,5 MPa. If the initial
radius of the bubble is Rn = 2,5 • 10"4 m (according to Margulis [1] this unit is in the range ( 1 -
5)-104), and the density p = 103 kg/m3, then the time of the bubble closing represents

r m = 0,915-2,5-lfT \ / = 3,4-10* s
,5-106

The bubble volume at the initial moment: Vn =
 4/3-3,14-(2,5-10"4)3 = 65,2-10'12 m3

The amount of liquid flowing inside the bubble per unit of time (the medium power of the source)

19,2 -10"6 m3/s
3,4 • W6

Considering the value of S being equal to the size of the molecule of water 6 = 3-10'10 m, then the
liquid sphere radius which moved upon the bubble closing is:

(2,5 • 10"4)3

Ro = \ / = 0,132 m
3-3-1010

The bubble radius may be considered to be equal to the molecule of water at the final moment of
closing stage: Rk = 3-10"10 m

103 • (19,2 • W6)2

Kinetic energy of the closing bubble is: Wo = = 49 J
8-3,14-3-10'10

49
This energy is high enough to activate n = = 74 • 1018 molecules,

0,66 • 10"18

n 74-10"18

giving them 4 eV each or:— 12310'6 mole while, the volume of these
NA 6-1023

molecules equals

« 74-10'18 „ ,
V = Vm n/NA = 18 • 10"6 222 • 1 0 u m3

6 • 1O23

e.g. that this value exceeds the initial volume of the bubble by
V 222-10"11

34 times
Vo 65,2-1012

This example shows that the closing cavition bubble process appears to be an energy transformer that
transforms the energy of low parametres (sound energy) into the one of high parametres. The sound
energy concentration
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I -3 • 106

Ea 2,0 • 103 J/m3

c 1,5 • 103

after conversion into 1 mole represents Ea = 2 • 103 • 18 • W6 = 36-10"3 J/mole.
Apparently this is less than the activation energy - 4 • 105 J/mole.
The energy concentrated inside the closing bubble

Wn 49
EM „ 1012 J/m3

Vn 65,2 • lO'12

or expressed in mole: E ^ I S - I O 6 J/mole
This is 40 times higher than the activation energy. Thus, the chemical reactions of the activation
energy of » 4- 10s J/mole and higher can take place inside the volume of the cavitation bubble. From
those follows onward, what by basic mover of chemical reactions in our case you may count not radi-
cal attached from cavitation bubble, but power which hoards bubble to the collapse moment

1.2. THE THEORETICAL REASONING OF FEASIBILITY
O F SOUNDNUCLEAR REACTIONS

All set before in previous partition you may with scaling factor 106 relegate and to nuclear
reactions. For the nuclear reactions of the most characteristic power of sequence 1 MeV. Knownly,
what at the powers of collisions higher 1 MeV grew the eventual birth of electrons in couple with
positrons. At power about 10 MeV already you may snatch from nucleus one proton or neutron. At the
powers of collision up to 150 MeV arises the destruction of nuclei, but nuclear nucleons else will
remain unchanged. At the powers of collision higher 150 MeV starts the birth of new fractions, mass
which grows with increase the powers of collision. At the else grand powers of the collisions of
sequence 5 GeV on nucleon the nuclei are compressed so greatly, what stand alone nucleons are
merged in common conglomeration matter, to similarly stuff in neutron stars or in black holes.
Experimentally in our experiences were frozen nuclear processes into the entire specified band of
powers.

Real-life > power single cavitation bubble in Experimental apparatus, how was shown higher,
accesses significance 50-100 J, what corresponds (0,5-l,0)109 GeV. This power enough for the
initiation approximately of 105 superheavy nuclei with the figure of nucleons sequence 250.

Besides,. as to our assumptions, powers cavitation bubble enough for the initiation of super-
microscopeable black holes, which in accordance with process Hawking quick as thought evaporate,
remaking substance in the radiation power. Experimentally this process we observe while only as to
decrease the masses of manipulated dilution and as to the snap of the self ultimate longwave share of
the spectrum of electromagnetic radiation by heat detectors. Detector is a ekectricity conductal micr -
poriferous body. Micropores operating, in given incident how resonators of Gelmholz, will convert
electromagnetic power in warmth which is frozen as to alteration temperatures.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PART

2.1. MATERIALFOR MANIPULATION

Town water as to CSN 75 7111, water distilled STN 96; nponaH-oVraH, wasters of emulsions,
sour goudron, chloride of strontium six-aqueous, arsenic (in wasters), phenole 99.5% pharmacologial,
fluoride potassium (chemically clear), marine salt (alimentary).

2.2. ANALYTICAL APPROACHES

Chemical analysises are performed in the analytical laboratories of The Institute of Catalysis
Sibirian Department of Russian Academy of Sciences in Novosibirsk, of The Institute of Aqueous
Economy in Bratislava, of The Research Institute of Chemical Technique in Bratislava, Physical
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Institute of Slovakian Academy of Sciences in Bratislava, Ecological Laboratory in Spisskoj Novoj Vsi
(Slovakia), of Moscow State University, of The Institute of Technique of Microelectronics and The
Particularly clear Materials of Russian Academy of Sciences in Moscow.

23. EQUIPMENT

The scheme of the technological system is shown in Fig.l. The main parts are as follows:
an ultrasound activator (1) where various physico-chemical processes take place such as a fission and
synthesis of nuclei and molecules, speeding up the chemical reactions, heating up the reaction
mixture, etc.,

an evaporator (2), designed to heat up the reaction mixture to the adjusted temperature needed for
transfer of the product into a gaseous phase followed by a preliminary separation of both phases,
a volume separator (3), designed for separation of the liquid phase from the gaseous-liquid mixture,
a conic separator (4), designed for the final separation of the liquid phase from the gaseous phase.
The supporting systems are:
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a cooling system (5), consisting of three water radiators and designed to: a) cool down the liquid
products returning from the separators 3 and 4, to be processed repeatedly in an ultrasound activator
1, and b) condense the final gaseous products. The cooling water circulates in the closed system
equipped with a circulating pump, an air-cooled heat-exchanger and an electric fan,
a supply system (6), designed to supply the ultrasound activator with starting materials under adjusted
pressure. It consists of a pump, tank and pipes.
a water supply system (7), designed to supply the ultrasound activator with water under adjusted
pressure,
a gas supply system (8), designed to supply the ultrasound activator with a gaseous reagents,
a collection and storage system (9), designed to: a/ collect the condensate from a condenser of the
cooling system 5, b/ to return gases and water back to circulation, c/store the starting materials and
water saturated with carbonhydrates. It consists of several plastic tanks.
a device for heating of the supply system (10), designed to maintain the temperature of the supply
system in the range 80-90 C in order to diminish the viscosity.
a cooling system of the ultrasound activator (11), designed to cool down the processed materials in
the working chamber to the optimum temperature. It consists of an air-cooled radiator, fan and pipes,
a cooling system of the mechanical gasket (12), designed to maintain the temperature in the adjusted
range, not more than 200 C. It consists of an air-cooled radiator, fan, circulating pump and pipes,
an electric distillation device (13), designed to distillate the final products and to control the
composition of the starting materials,
supporting systems for transferring water (14) and starting materials (15), designed for rapid supply
the whole equipment or its individual systems with water and starting materials.

3. EVENTS AND DEBATE

3.1. THE DESTRUCTION OF EMULSIONS

In this process intensive ultrasonic stress is utilized for the partitioning of emulsion, on the
distillation of water and the cleaning of oil. Use of ultrasound lets to abandon from application
anysome chemical reagents in the process of the elimination of emulsion regardless of their brand.

In table 1 are presented the events of the partitioning of very old solidified emulsion on
laboratory ultrasonic mounting.

Table 1.
m

of trial

1.

2.

3.

The trial composition.
The station of the selection

of trial
Oil. The volume separator
pos. 3. (see fig. 1)

Water.
Collection pos. 9.

Water
Distillator pos. 13.

Parameters

Outer sort

Viscosity
Outer sort
pH
CSB
Outer sort
pH
CSB
Chlorides
Test on vibrochurning
(Schuttelsohaumtest)

Dimension

Black oil with fractions milk
colors.
42,8 cSt

Very cloudy
9,6
6470 mgO2/l
Transparent
9.9
6780 mgO;s/l
10mg/l
10 ml on 30 sec=0

Remark: These analysises were performed firm HOUGHTON in Germany.

In another experience at the water manipulation from collection in ultrasonic activator with
the extension of atmospheric air for liquid-phase process oxidating of organics was obtained
transparent water with next indicators:
• nonpolar extractivable stuffs, mg/1 0,5
• chemical usage of oxygen, mg/1 64,38
• phosfates, mg/1 0,06
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soluble stuffs, mg/1 32
These results were obtained from the ecological laboratory of firm EL in Slovakia.

3.2. DESTRUCTION OF WASTES OF OIL REFINERIES

In process of cracking power distinguished at collapse of cavitation bubble, is utilized for the
destroy of chemical bindings between the atoms ofgrandmoleculesof hydrocarbon. The power of
uncoupling is changed in hydrocarbons over a wide range, approximately from 40 up to 400 KJ/mole
[3]. The power of chemical bindings CSM - H less, than C-H, i.e. atom of hydrogen tear away easier in
mid of molecule normal parffin, than with back-end of the molecule. The power of abruption C-C
alliances in molecules of normal paraffins also several descends to the mid of carbonic chain, i.e. long
hydrocarbonal molecules automatically are torn in medium share.

Heavy remainder from classic oil refineies is goudron, and at use sulfuric acid refining of
crude oil - sour goudron. Such sour goudron the breakaway of oil refinery Petrochema in Slovakia,
operational as to oil schema with sulfuric acid refining was utilized as a source raw material on ultra-
sonic mounting.

The treatment goal consisted in partitioning of sour goudron on element. Primal forming of
sour goudron are: sulfuric acid up to 30%, organic mergings up to 60%, the rest of the water.

On ultrasonic mounting sour goudron is shared in the beginning (first stage) on two shares:
hydrocarbonal and aqueous with simultaneous cracking process hydrocarbonal portions. If on
entrance in mounting hydrocarbonal share of goudron has temperature started boiling 500 and
higher, that after cracking process this hydrocarbonal portion has the temperature of the end of boil
(96% distillation) 378 , i.e. as to fractional composition this already almost diesel fuel. Aqueous
share comprised vacant sulphur 0.22% and sulfuric acid 0.71% bulk. The fractional composition of
organic share was set up in labs Slovnaft and the chemical composition of water in labs VUCHT.

3.3. CLEAVAGE OF PHENOL

In experiences with phenol dissolved in distilled water were carried out the processes of
cleavage and synthesis of molecules of phenol. On fig. 2 is given the dependence of density of phenol
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perhigh specific weight the condition of black hole, stuff totally passes on in power. In given incident
experimentally we discover the reduction of the mass of manipulated stuff.

3.4. THE ANNIHILATION OF FLUID NUCLEAR WASTES

The suggested technique assumes implementation, at least, of three variants of the process of
annihilation radionuclides.
•The synthesis of new cell from radionuclide and components of dissolvent (in given incident - of

nuclei forming of molecule water). Nuclear reactions, behavioring as to this variant, can be next:
137 1 H - l 3 8 B a - l b U

I6O-*l53Eus1able

137Cs + H2O - 155Tb - 155Gd stable

In first three cases right away are obtained stable elements. The isotope terbium-155 unstable, but the
half-decay all 5.32 day, and the half-decay of caesium-137 is 30 years.

Similar reactions with other long-lived radionuclide strontium-90:
0 I 9 l 9 1

stable

', stable

106Pd

The unstable of isotopes yttrium-91, OCMHH-180, rhenium-180 have the half-decay correspondingly
58,5 days, 21,7 min and 2,43 min.

Similar answers with easy long-lived of isotope of hydrogen 3H (tritium):
3H + 'H - "He «*,.

3H + H2O -» 2tNa —21Ne s ,^
3H + 3H-*6He-» ^istabk

The half-decay of sodium-21 is 22,48 sec, and of tritium is 12,3 years.
Mentioned reactions give pictorial notion about theoretical and the applicable abilities of the

suggested means of annihilation radionuclides in the duty of the synthesis of elements. There are the
materials of the experimental ensurings ofmeans carried out in Novosibirsk at job with radioactive
caesium with small (less 10 uc) by activity.
• Fission of radionuclides. Nuclear reactions in given incident can be next:

I37Cs -* ^Co + 69Ni (two fragments)
" C o - 6 8 N i - 6 8 C u - f i 8 Z n , « l W ,

137Cs — 2 45Ar + 47K (three fragments)
4 5 A r - 4 5 K - 4 5 C a - 4 5 S e ^ .e

K. —* C a —* SC —* T l stable

Cs -» 3 34A1 + 35S (four fragments)
stable

34Al-»34Si-*34P-34S
S ~* Cl 5|ai,je

Hand the example of above-mentioned the reactions of division is shown only schema of
process. The real-life shards of division can be another, because process of division cannot be set up is
alike for all nuclei.
• Annihilation of radionuclides.

By sub term "annihilation" here follows to understand the complete transfor-mation of nuclei
in radiation. Originating in this case beaming owns exclusively grand infiltrating ability, to similar
neutrinoless radiation. Such radiation can arise at the compaction of the nucleus of up to superhigh
specific weight of condition, which currently is supposed in space objects called by black holes. At
compaction of cavitation bubble at residing within atoms or ions in the intial stage of compaction are
compressed electronic shells. In gress of electrons in nucleus interact protons as to reaction: e + p -* n
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+ v. Proton in this case is converted in neutron and radiates antineutrino, which abandons not only
zone of reaction, but also solar system on the whole. Neutrinoless radiation bears along the portion of
power and, consequently, the share of mass, equivalent power. At further compaction of bubble all
electrons will communicate with protons and nucleus will turn out to be consisting of one neutrons. In
this condition emerges the ability of further compaction, because disappears force electrostatic repul-
sion of protons. The density of nuclear stuff rapidly grows aiming at infinity.

When the density of nuclear stuff will access specified dimension which, for example, for the
nucleus of caesium-137 is equal 1.4-1033 kg/M3, the radius compressed of nucleus will become equal or
less radius of sphere Schwarzschilds. With this moment compressed hub will become microscopic
black hole. Microscopic black hole with mass less 1015g transient and according to hypothesis Hawk-
ings lose power "by steam", how black body at same temperature.

The temperature of black hole is recognized as to formula:

he 6,6310-34-3108

T = = = 4,6-1048 ,
4-jt-k-Rg 4-3,14-l,38-1023-2,5-1050

where: h - immutable of Plank;
k - immutable of Bollzman;
Rg - gravity radius (the radius of sphere Schwarzschild)

The rate ofthe escape of power by evaporated black hole is recognized
by formula:

dE
= irRg-a-T4,

dt
where: Rg - gravity radius;

a- immutable Stefan - Bolzman.
Corresponding the time of steam (the lifetime of microscopic black hole comprising one nucleus of
caesium-137 with mass 2,3 1025 kg) is equal:

E me2 2,3 10'25 91016

T = = = 6,5 10"93 sec.
dE/dt jfR/'O-T4 3,14 6,25 HT100 4,6 10192 5,67 10"8

The medium length of the wave of radiation is equal:

h-c 6,63 10"34 3 108

X = =3 10"51 m.
kT 1,38 10-23 4,6 1048

This radiation owns exclusively grand infiltrating ability and that is why vacantly moves away for the
utmosts of solar system. Currently does not exist of equipment for his direct measurement. You may
take advantage of indirect measurements, for example, as to outflow of bulk of manipulated stuff or as
to the alteration of the temperature of ekectricity conductal microporiferous body which is able to
devour electromagnetic radiation. The events of experimental ensuring given procedure are driven
below.

3.5. ANNIHILATION OF THE NUCLEI OF ARSENIC

Situation described higher, at the studies of effect intensive ultrasound on very formidable
hydrocarbonal molecule of phenol previously was in the process ofthe annihilation ofthe chemical
element of arsenic (As), the Arsenic dilution for manipulation was obtained pathname solution in
drain water and sedimentation of waste substances pappy appearance of chemical integrated plant
Dusla. Job with arsenic was produced in special apartment and by sub the observation of engineers
VUCHT. The analysises of the trials of dilution with arsenic up to and after manipulation were
performed in labs VUCHT and in ecological laboratory EL. The events of manipulation are presented
on fig. 4. Everything was performed of 9 experiments at the differential duties ofthe rate of radiatioa
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in dilution from the duty of manipulation of ultrasound. As to the run of curve eminently, how
fluctuates direction and the speed of response of cleavage or synthesis. Maximal rate formed 2,5
g/min or 26,6 mmole/min. The maximal rate of synthesis was in duty 9-10 and equaled 1,8 g/min or
18,9 mmole/min. Everything was carried out of 8 duties with the reduction of density, of 10 duties
with the increase of density and 3 duty without the density alteration.

Hand bottom given and earlier experiments you may state, what in ultrasonic margin by rate
beamings 100 and more W/CM2 are activated how chemical so and nuclear reactions. Basic acting
factor in these processes is ultrasonic cavitation. In experiences with phenol dissolved in sweet water,
were obtained events how of the chemical cleavage of phenol up to acetone, so and nuclear
transformation of phenol in molybdenum (Mo), tin (Sn), silver (Ag). At chemical cleavage of phenol
are torn bindings between stand alone atoms in one or several stations. Acetone is obtained, likelyly,
at destroy of molecule of phenol in two stations. On fig. 2,3a, 3B, 3C is presented the dependence of
density of phenol in dilution from the rate of the radiation of sound.
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F i g 3 a P r o c e s s i n g 20 0» 97

F i g . 3 D . P r o c e s s i n g 1 7 . 1 0 . 8 7

F i g . 3 c . P r o c e s s i n g 2 0 . 1 1 . 9 7

At nuclear transformation of phenol, atoms forming molecule are merged in one hub
comprising the sum of all protons and all neutrons. The charge of this hub maybe is equal (if in the
process of this fusion is not lost neither one nucleon) 50, the figure of neutrons 44, of i.e. this
unknown isotope of tin-94 (94Sn) which by pathname of family decays is converted in stable isotopes
of molybdenum-94 or-92. Isotope of molybdenum-92 can arise, if in the families of the beta decays of
tin-94 will occur two protons of breakdown. If unknown isotope tin-94 will break up by only
pathname of the radiation of protons that breakdown is terminated on stable isotope of krypton-80.
Thus, in products given procedure you may sleep appearances (with different extent the certainty
values) of the spectrum of cells from krypton up to molybdenum (Kr, Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo). In the
products of reaction looked up only molybdenum, tin and silver and found their.

Real-life spectrum of obtained cells else more wide, because in cavitation bubble can be
poured out in one hub not only nuclei one molecule of phenol, and the most differential combinations
of nuclei. For example, cells tin (Sn) and silver (Ag) be found in processed solution of phenol, are the
products of breakdown unknown of isotope neodymium-112 (mNd), which is obtained as a result of
the fusion of the nuclei of the molecules water and phenol.

Was utilized one and same dilution of phenol in sweet water, which sequentially was
manipulated in mounting from beginning to end with the selection of trials after the completion of the
next duty of manipulation. Everything was performed approximately of 30 experiences. In first 22
experiences the time of manipulation ultrasound was of 20 minutes, and in ultimate experiences this
time was of 60 minutes.

The cause of the rise of density of phenol some experiences currently not yet is cleared up.
On this count exist only hypothesis.

The causes of the lowering of density of phenol and other manipulated stuffs in ultrasonic
activator there is several, at least, two basic. This destruction and initiation chemical or nuclear
bindings. Cavitation bubble has enough powers for the implementation of specified processes. In any
event, at implementation how chemical, so and nuclear processes, the density of source stuff descends
and emerge stuffs new. In self ultimate case, when cavitation bubble compresses the stuff of up to su-
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As to axis of ;ordinates is deferred the quantity of arsenic in grammes. Negative means elimination,
and sign plus synthesis of element.

Fig. 4. Dependence of arsenic concentration in solution and bulk of water on the
method processing by ultrasound
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Since to the experiment moment with arsenic already repeatedly was noticed the
disappearance of differential chemical cells that at a time were carried out of observation of quantity
dissolvent (water) in the process of experiments. The alterations of the quantity of water in mounting
also are shown on fig. 4. Eminent enough sharp correlation with alterations the quantities of arsenic.

3.6. THE DESALINATION OF SEAWATER

Experiments produced on Moaejn>HOH seawater obtained the way of solution the marine salt
of Adriatic sea in demineralized water. The composition of marine salt: NaCl-98%, Ca-0,021%, Mg-
0,085%, K-0,079%, KJ up to 0,0035%, the rest of the minerals in sum 1,565%.

Was performed of 4 experiment as to the desalination of seawater. The events of experiments
presentated in table 4, in which for comparison are driven sanitary codes on town water in Slovakia.

Table 4.
We

pos.

1.

2.

Rating, the unit of
measurement.

The chemical usage of
oxygen, mg/1
pH

Source
seawater

7,66

J*fe of experiment

1
0,88

8,44

2

4,30

3
1,80

4,0

4
1,84

3,5

Codes
STN75

7111

3

6-8
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... 3,

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.

.Mineralization for 105 ,
mg/1
Mineralization for 600 ,
mg/1
Conduction, mS/m Sedi-
ment, mg/1
The need of oxygen for
neutralization up
topH=4,5, mg/1
Content of CO2, mg/1

•vacant
•coupled
•aggressive

Hydroxide of carbon, mg/1
Oxide of carbon, mg/1
Hardness Ca + Mg, total,
mmole/1
Hardness Ca, mmole/1
Hardness Mg, mmole/
Mineraliz. total, mg/1
Content of Mg, mg/1
Content of Mn, mg/1
Content of Na, mg/1
Content of K, mg/1
Content of Ca, mg/1
Content of Fe total, mg/1
Content of NH2

+, mg/1
Content of NO3", mg/1
Content of NO2, mg/1
Content of phosphates,
mg/1
chlorides, mg/1
Sulphates, mg/1

5,4

41,3

8600
110
22

17725

311

302

57,6
0

0,1

2,2
3,5
12,5
6,1

6,1
• 0 , 05

0
0,05

5,0

102,0
7,0
0

0,05

0,09
0

0,01
0,05

198,5

3,66

3,50

2,0
3,70

0

1,1

3,1

<0,05
0,8
<0,5

0,19

0,34
<5,0
<0,01
<0,05

5,7
<4,0

52

50

10,1

0

0

0

<5,0
<0,05

<10,0
0,33

0,58

<0,05

29,8

20

18

18,1
0,1
0

0

0

<5,0

<10,0
0,39

0,43

<0,05

36,9

100
5

>0,8

0,9-5

1000
125
0,1
<20

0,3

0,5
50
0,1

100
250

The present process likewise, how all processes described higher, is taken around of anni-
hylation doping elements along with the share of source water. This circumstance lets to carry non-
waste technology of thedesalinationofseawater. Besides, in process arises the allotment of power/at
expense of the nuclear exothermic reactions of the synthesis elements. The quantity of this power
more, than enough for the distillation of seawater. This is means, what on given techniques you may
carry out the process of the desalination of seawater without the usage of outer power.

CONCLUSION

Experimentally is shown the ability of implementation virtually any chemical and nuclear rea -
tions by pathname cavitation the manipulations of stuff residing in fluid condition.
Energy efficiency of the reactions of the synthesis of elements lets to carry out the practical use of
the nuclear exothermic reactions of the synthesis elements in industrial measure.

The use of native power demounts limitations in the process of the desalination of seawater and
other processes.

Experimentally is shown the ability of cleavage or complete transformation in radiation (in the
power) of virtually any nuclei, what lets to carry out total annihilation of wastes in fluid phase into
the entire band of human activity: from sanitary waste up to nuclear waste.
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• The outlet of the products of the synthesis of heavy elements lets to carry out the economically
advantageous production of chemical elements in industrial measure.

• Along with topics in suggested by the referral of analysises remained else set of queses, answers on
which can be found in subsequent analysises.
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